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Convolutional Neural Networks



Drawbacks of CNNs

Strongly based on presence of objects. Orientational and relative spatial relationships 

between these components are not very important to a CNN.
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Drawbacks of CNNs

CNNs solve this issue by max pooling or successive convolutional layers that reduce 

spacial size of the data flowing and therefore increase the “field of view”.



Hinton’s opinion

Hinton: “The pooling operation used in convolutional neural 
networks is a big mistake and the fact that it works so well is a 
disaster.”

1. If pools not overlap pooling loses valuable information

2. If pools overlap enough, it’s still not the best way to preserve pose informations 

(position, orientation, and scale).

https://www.reddit.com/r/MachineLearning/comments/2lmo0l/ama_geoffrey_hinton/clyj4jv/



CNN v.s. CapsNet

CNN face detection [likelihood, orientation, size]
CapsNet face detection



CNN v.s. CapsNet

CNN

CapsNet



Activity Vectors

- Denoted as 

- The output of a capsule

- Length:
- represent the probability that the entity exists

-

- Orientation 
- represent instantiation parameters (properties of the entities)



Capsules Network Structure
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A single Capsule

Squashingi-th capsule in 
the lower layer

j-th capsule in 
the higher layer



Squashing

-      is parallel to     .
-                        , length of      is a probability.

- Computation of the activity vectors of j-th capsule



One last thing before Dynamic Routing

-                   , non-negative scalar

- Select which higher j-th capsule has larger weight to receive information from i-th 

lower capsule.

- Number of j’s equals to number of capsules in the next layer

i-th

1st

2nd

3rd

n-th



Dynamic Routing
r - Number of routing iterations
l - The index of current layer

Dynamic routing updates c
ij
 between layers l and l+1.



Dynamic Routing
r - Number of routing iterations
l - The index of current layer

b
ij
 = 0, thus all c

ij
 are initialized equal.



Dynamic Routing
r - Number of routing iterations
l - The index of current layer

r is often chosen between 1 to 3. More iterations tend to overfit.



Dynamic Routing
r - Number of routing iterations
l - The index of current layer

Updating c, s, and v.



Dynamic Routing
r - Number of routing iterations
l - The index of current layer

Increase the b
ij
 with the highest similarity.



Updating coupling coefficients

Caps 1 Caps 2



An example architecture

Input: 28x28 image (one 
color channel).
Output: 20x20x256 tensor.
The convolutional layer has 
256 kernels with size of 
9x9x1 and stride 1, followed 
by ReLU activation

Input: 20x20x256 tensor.
Output: 6x6x8x32 tensor.
Each capsule applies eight 
9x9x256 convolutional 
kernels to the 20x20x256 
input volume and 
therefore produces 6x6x8 
output tensor.

Input: 6x6x8x32 tensor.
Output: 16x10 matrix.



Loss function 



When the char is “5”



Reconstruction as a Regularization

- Minimize the sum of squared differences between the outputs of the logistic units and 

the pixel intensities. 

- Scale down this reconstruction loss by 0.0005 so that it does not dominate the margin 

loss during training.



Empirical Results



Empirical Results

Baseline: a standard CNN with three convolutional layers of 256, 256, 128 channels. Each has 5x5 kernels and stride of 1. The 
last convolutional layers are followed by two fully connected layers of size 328, 192. The last fully connected layer is connected 
with dropout to a 10 class softmax layer with cross entropy loss. 



Empirical Results



Empirical Results



Questions?

Picasso, Portrait of woman in d`hermine pass


